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NCAC Promotes Porn; Says Keeping Inappropriate Material From Children is Censorship; It Has Lost All Credibility

The National Coalition Against Censorship [NCAC] is promoting pornography. Literally, promoting porn. Colored ribbons, contacting elected representatives, thanking porn purveyors, sending money to the ACLU, everything.

This is the very same organization that writes to communities nationwide to convince them not to legally protect children from inappropriate material, like in Leesburg, FL, or West Bend, WI, etc. It even has a "Book Censorship Toolkit" for public schools and a "First Amendment in Schools: Resource Guide."

"[P]orn is NOT connected with ... child molestation...." And the NCAC wants to be considered a legitimate resource? What a disgrace.

When the NCAC comes into your town to tell your leaders how not to protect your children, you'll know what to do after reading this:


Kids' Right to Read Project? Sponsored in part by the NCAC? That must be a joke. As Judith Krug of the American Library Association said, "Parents who would tell their children not to read Playboy 'don't really care about their kids growing up and learning to think and explore.'"

Unless this porn promotion is a joke, the NCAC has clearly lost all credibility.